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EDITORS
NOTE
This is our second and last issue of the year. 2020 was a
marathon to every single human on earth. I'm under the
assumption that for the first time in the history of the earth,
everyone needs healing. Be it from COVID, a wound, emotional
healing, depression, etc. We were all left searching for healing
and that is why this issue is dedicated to that... Healing. Our
cover, Dr Lerato Masemola has always been on the forefront of
healing as a GP but she had to find herself on the receiving end
of healing and not because of covid but her accident. We also
talk to Pastor Victor and Gogo Mavikizinduku about the different
elements of healing, with Pastor Victor looking at the Christian
way of healing and Gogo Mavikizinduku talking about the
african traditional way of healing. Since this issue takes us
through the festive season, we thought lets help you with ideas
of what you can serve your guests with the help of Innocentia
as well as the amazing and tasty cakes from Thuto Mphahlele.
We also dive into gifting ideas and we focusing on buying local!
Hope you enjoy this issue and may it help you find healing and
make shopping for the festive season easier. We will also be
continuing the conversations we featured on our social media
platforms, please be on the look out for that.
Remain blessed and may you and your family have a Merry
Christmas and Prosperous New Year filled with healing and lots of
love.

T. Dlamini

FOODIE MAGAZINE
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Subscribe
&
Win

Subscribe To Oak Mag and stand to WIN a
free Gift from @Blulavin Leather accessories

The Magazine is freely available on whatsapp.
To subscribe,
whatsapp "Subscribe"
to
+27 83 751 3748

Sassy

Teen Magazine

@_thands

BEST 5
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@_THANDS'

FAVOURITE 5
01

02

03

04

05

01

The only time I’m without my shades
is when I’m sleeping.

04

I'm a sucker for good food [foodie
much?!] most probably

02

I love scented candles after a long
day. Speaks to the soul.

05

03

A good book when reality gets too
much

I can't live without this baby
(camera) because I love taking
pics. All day everyday.
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Festive Splash

SUMMER
MAKE-UP
TRENDS
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Get
The
Looks!
by @beautymelaw

1. Natural make-up
With a nice dewy finish, fluffy brows, glossy lips,
over the top blush and eyelashes
2. Light weight foundation.
It’s summer, it’s hot and the last thing we need is
heavy foundation because we are definitely going
to sweat it off. Certain powders and certain sprays
are non-negotiable!
3. Pastel / Neon Eyeliner
Pastel and neon water based liquid/eyelliners are a
thing this summer

*Tip / Advice: If you are going for a
natural look and your are not much
of a glossperson wear a nice matte
red/orange/pink lipstick just to
make your lips pop since
everything’s else is toned down
5. Graphic eyeliner
Bring attention to the eyes, which are the
windows to the soul. One may add colour or go
bold and dramatic with fun patterns and lines.

4. A tinted brow gel
This is to just brush up your brows because we are
trying to stick to lightweight natural makeup. No
need to define the brows with a concealer.
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SUMMER MAKE-UP TRENDS

SEGAMI DECRUOS | SEGAMI ESEHT OT STHGIR EHT NWO TON OD EW

Summer Make-Up Trends 20/21

by @beautymelaw

01

02

03

04 05

The season to dazzel and pop with colour yet
keeping it clean with that summer glow.
Here are essential trends, tips and must have products for
the prefect summer day.
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MUSGRAVE IS
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COVER STORY

NOT MADE OF TITATUM
WITH DR LERATO MASEMOLA
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FROM DOCTOR TO
PATIENT
AN INTERVIEW WITH DR LERATO MASEMOLA

Dr Lerato Masemola, affectionately known as Dr

That choice was based on the fact that, her parent’s

Yummy Mummy to her thousands of twitter

expectation was that she gets a degree, so no

followers, is the owner and founder of Thari

diploma in photography or interior decorating as

Health Excellence. She is a General and Aesthetic

she would have wished. She later got acceptance

medical practitioner who, like most of us, grew

letters from both University of the Witwatersrand,

up with parents who had desires for their

(Wits) and UCT to study Chemical Engineering.

children to either be a doctor, a police officer, a

Excited, Dr Masemola showed the letters to her

teacher, social worker or lawyer etc.

parents and their response was something she was

The young Lerato was no different, her passion was
more on the creative side. She thought interior
design was her dream career, but little did she
know that was not the path she would take. We had
a chat with the Dr about her recent bicycle accident
that left her with severe injuries to most of her
body.She took us through the journey and the
processes she had to put in place to overcome the
traumatic ordeal. While young and a very eager
teenager, Lerato visited the University of Cape
Town’s (UCT) career week to know more about
Chemical Engineering, which was one of her choices

not expecting. The parents said to her “okay we can
see these letters and we are happy for you, but we
are going to Medical University of Southern Africa
(MEDUNSA), now known as Dr Sefako Makgatho
University of Health Sciences (SMU) to apply for
medicine”. That is how Lerato got to become a
doctor. Although it was not her first choice, she fell
in love with the career as the years went on during
her studies; especially when they got to do
practicals and started interacting with people.
Treating people and talking to them was a pleasure
that she fell in love with.

to study after matric.
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The Secret Ingredient to a
Delicious Cuisine

“SUPER WOMAN”
IMPLIES THAT I’M A
PERFECT, CAN DO IT
ALL, PERSON.”

She got to appreciate even more what she was
studying as she realised it will help her to serve
and affect people’s lives in a positive way. It was
then that she realised that medicine is her calling
and it is not as terrible as she had originally
thought.Eighteen years later Dr Masemola, who

During our conversation, I call her Superwoman

always introduces herself as “Dr Lerato” to her

and she is quick to set me right and explains. “I

patients, is now running her own practice that

don’t like labels, I feel like I grew up in a world that

opens seven days a week; Monday to Friday 08:00

uses labels a lot and most of the times

to 19:00 and 08:00 -14:00 on weekends. In between

inappropriately, we label everything as “good or

all the work and patients she sees and builds a

bad”, “right or wrong” etc. for an example. I’m not a

close bond with at the rooms, she also does home

perfect person and I cannot be at all places at one

visits for the elderly in the area who cannot come

time, and “super woman” implies that I’m a perfect,

to her. With all those hours at work she still makes

can do it all, person.” We also spoke about how

plenty of time for her 2 beautiful kids; from

exactly and where does she get all this energy and

morning school runs to attending music recitals or

time to do everything that she does? “My passion

watching sports games on most days, but she

is just fuelled by helping others and that is why I

manages all that she does because she has an

know that I’m living my purpose.” She says.

incredible support structure in place with her
family being there for her.
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This is evident at the cover shoot, as a young lady comes to her and asks her if she is a model as she would
love to model and she just wants an opportunity to enter the modeling industry and all she needs is a
connection. Dr Lerato took the lady’s numbers and said she would help where she can. When we talked
about relaxation and she quickly evaded the question and moved on to the next one, then we again ask her
how she unwinds and she tells me that she loves travelling, working out mostly at home or even walking
the dogs with her kids.
She also cycles, and this is what got her on the other side of the medical side of things and made her a
patient to her colleagues. One day while cycling, the wind blew across her path and she lost balance and
fell onto the tar road.
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“I fell face first on
the tar road and
heard my skull
crack"
“I fell face first on the tar road and heard my
skull crack, I was almost certain I was going to
bleed into my brain and die because I have done
that type of autopsy before” she says. She also
suffered a broken wrist, knee and toes. One of
the things that have made her so relevant is how
she has no issues with showing her vulnerable
side with her followers. She posted pictures of
her injuries across her social media platforms,
giving us a glimpse into her ordeal and what
exactly she has been dealing with. Throughout
her journey she has constantly kept her
followers in the loop of her journey of healing
and getting over the traumatic ordeal. She has an
exceptional support structure and medical help
from her fellow colleagues within the medical
industry, from psychologist to physiotherapists.
One of the things I learned from my conversation
with Dr Lerato is that you have to want to heal,
that is the first step. Taking the steps to find
healing is the most important thing you can do to
start you journey to healing. We thank Dr Lerato
for baring her soul to everyone about her
journey to healing.
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THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME
OF THE STEPS DR LERATO
FOLLOWED TO FIND HER
HEALING AND TO GET HER
WHERE SHE IS RIGHT NOW:
1. Being thankful to have survived the
fall.
2.Having patience to go through the
healing process.
3.Having absolute faith and trust in the
guidance of my medical team.
4.Persevering through physiotherapy
for the knee and occupational therapy
for my hand injuries.
5.Persistently working on the whole
healing process for my mind, body and
soul. I saw a psychologist when I felt
overwhelmed and frustrated.

QUIZ
Since Dr Lerato is a globetrotter, we
asked to list the top five destinations
she will visit when the pandemic
eases up:
1.Monaco grand Prix
2.Turkey to visit a friend
3.Russia for a hike I was meant to do
this year
4.Argentina to visit a friend who wants
to take me to the Rio De Janeiro
carnival
5.Take the kids to Vietnam. I went there
last year for my wedding anniversary
and loved it so much we want to take
the kids to experience it also.
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@THEMBA_SAYS
PHOTOGRAPHER |
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MAKE UP ARTIST |
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“God is
process
driven"
The Christian Way of Healing
Victor Palmer, a Pastor at Kingdom Wealth
Ministries, a musician and CEO of Amazing Ges
Entertainment and Amazing Ges Kitchens, had
an encounter that would change his life forever.
Prior to this, he was a pianist at his church but
when that day came (the 23rd of September
2006 to be exact) “something bigger than me
came, the Holy Spirit arrested me and I began
weeping uncontrollably” he says. He secluded
himself from others and took a deep look into
his life and realised that being a Pastor’s Kid
does not guarantee you a personal relationship
with God. He realised that if he wanted this
relationship with God he would have to go to
God himself. From that day onward, his
commitment changed completely.

A lot of us struggle with finding healing or even how to go
about finding healing. Pastor Victor says that we all define
healing differently and the minute we get the definition
right, would be the first step for us finding healing. He says,
“Healing is a step or a process of recovery from anything
that affect one’s wellbeing negatively.” This could be a
wound or in need of emotional healing.
I have always wondered why the bible constantly refers to
healing and not cure. For me Cure is more permanent than
healing and Pastor Victor says “healing is the process
before one is cured”. “God is process driven and that is why
HE took 6 day to create the earth and man, the process of
healing before one can be cured also teaches us that there
is no quick fix.” Pastor Victor says.
OAK MAG • NOV/DEC

The process that Pastor Victor follows when
counseling one of his church members is
similar to the one Jesus used in the book of
Mark 10:51, which is to:
1. Listen
2. Diagnose
3. Give Holy Spirit Led Direction
4. Pray with them

Journey to healing is personal
and is taken one day at a time.

2020 • IG | @OFFICIALOAKAVE

TRADITIONAL
HEALING
OA.What is a calling?
Cecilia: A calling is a when you
have spiritual gift that you are
born with and at a certain time
these spiritual gifts need to be
acknowledged so that they can
work and complete their tasks on
earth. These spiritual gifts can
be handed down genetically,
example: When the gift gets
handed down to children whose
mother had the calling but did
not accept it.
What is one actually called to
do?
There are different things that
one can be called to do. It
dipends on the gift passed down
from the elders.At times you can
be called to align your family
lineage and

with Gogo Mavikizinduko

uhlambulule abalale kabi or to
heal the family from what ever
that may have happend earlier
before you were born or your
parents were born. it is basically a
whole lot of situations that you
may find that you are called to do.
Some people are called to a
healing of the nation (individuals
in a nation)
There's different types of
traditional healing, the same way
as in the western medical
practices. You get different types
of doctors and same applies to
traditional healing.
How would you define healing
a way of restoring your mental
state and/ or physical state from
what is affecting it.
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Why is traditional healing still being
frowned upon as the westernor
christian way?
Because of the history concerning the
exclusions of Africans in the world and
this created disrespect and disregard of
the medical practices in the African
culture.and also the western medication
wants all items to be researched and
not all amakhambi can be researched
because you get shown in your dream
how to help an individual or how to heal
an individual from whatever that is
making them to from their ailments.
Traditional healing is mostly affiliated
with witchcraft, why is that?
I think that is the teaching of slavery,
because when you find the true
teachings directly from t he ancestor,
you yourself get awakened to a
higherlevel than human being.
The gift is a powerful thing and we
should use it to bring healing or get
healed.
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'Diamonds Are A Girls Best Friend'
– Marilyn Monroe

JEWELERY QUOTES
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Jewelry is something that
has to do with emotion.
That aspect of jewelry
really interests me.
- Ann Demeulemeester
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YOUTH
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I love jewelry –
rings, earrings,
bracelets,
necklaces, you
name it.
- Sofia Vergara
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“Jewellery has the
power to be this one
little thing that can
make you feel unique.”
– Jennie Kwon
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UNVEILED/ SEPTEMBER

If I had my way, I'd wear
jewelry, a great pair of
heels and nothing else.
- Jada Pinkett Smith
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I never worry about diets. The only
carrots that interest me are the
number you get in a diamond.
- MAE WEST
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Photographer | @simzmkhwanazi
Style Director | @Katlego.edgar
Make-Up Artist | @khumongwenya
Hair Stylist | @iambomzi
Model | @emytcc
Studio | @glowphotofilm
Accessories | @lovisajewellery

I DREAM IN JEWELRY.
- Rachel Zoe
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Spice Up Your
Christmas
Lunch
Bid farewell to the old fashion
Christmas lunch.

If you are tired of the same ole Christmas
lunch, the same starter, same mains and
same dessert that we've all heard for the
past 100 years. Guess its time to spice
things up now and @cooking_with_innolizer
comes to your rescue.
There is a glitch though, these easy to
follow recipes will leave your guests
begging for more, years to come.
@cooking_with_innolizer has 2 sets of 2
course meals for you to choose from. Dig
in,try them and do feedback us.

Recipes & Photography by
@cooking_with_innolizer
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MAIN COURSE
CHICKEN & RICE

Onion
Peppers
Crushed garlic & Ginger
Mild & Spicy Rajah
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BY @COOKING_WITH_INNOLIZER
1 tbsp turmeric
Chicken Pieces
Rices
Mushrooms
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DESSERT
PERPERMINT
TART
OAK MAG • NOV/DEC

INGREDIENTS
2 spoons mascarpone
100 ml fresh cream
1/2 caramel treat
1/2 slab peppermint crisp chocolate
1 packet tennis biscuits
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Win
with

Win 12 Christmas Biscuits from
@fruitti_cakes
Screen grab one of the cakes featured in
this magazine from @fruitti_cakes, post
on your instagram story and tag
@fruitti_cakes & @officialoakave
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BY @COOKING_WITH_INNOLIZER

MAIN COURSE

OXTAIL
OAK MAG • NOV/DEC

1,5 kg Kilogram Oxtail pieces
30 ml tbsp Oil
2 cloves garlic, crushed
tbsp Chutney
100 ml Red wine
2 bay-leaves (dry)
Tablespoon Flour
1 Onion, coarsely chopped
410g Tin tomatoes 400 ml Cup water 4 Sprigs
fresh thyme
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DESSERT
CHEESECAKE

INGREDIENTS
230g mascarpone
250ml fresh cream
4 tbs condensed milk
2tbs icing sugar
zest 1 lemon
Strawberry syrup
Tbs sugar
1/2 cup water
strawberry jam 2tbs
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Cooking Methods
Chicken & Rice
Fry onion, peppers, crushed garlic and ginger till golden brown. Add
paprika mild & spicy rajah, parsle, tomatoe sauce and add chicken.
Cook for 15 minutes and add cooked rice & turmeric then mushrooms and
cook for 20 minutes. Switch stove off then let it simmer for 10 minutes.

Peppermint Tart
In a bowl, mix mascarpone & fresh cream. Once smooth, add caramel treat
& crushed chocolate.
Lay tennis biscuits & caramel mix until bowl is full then use perppermint
chocolate and fresh mint

Oxtail
Coat the oxtail pieces in flour, heat half the oil in a pan and brown the
oxtail pieces in batches.Set aside.Heat the remaining oil in the same
pan.Sauté onion and garlic, return the oxtail to the pan and add tomatoes,
tablespoon of chutney, water, wine, thyme and bay-leaves.Simmer for 2-3
hours or until oxtail is tender.Serve with creamy mashed potato or rice.

Cheesecake
In a bowl melt butter then add a packet of crushed tennis biscuits, lay the
biscuits in a baking pan then put in a freezer
Mix 230g mascarpone,250ml fresh cream,4 tbs condensed milk, 2tbs icing
sugar and zest 1 lemon mix well until smooth then pour onto the biscuits
and freeze overnight
Strawberry syrup
Tbs sugar & 1/2 cup water into a pot, boil for 5 minutes, add strawberry
jam 2tbs and strawberries cut into half cook for 3 minutes and let it
simmer for 10 minutes then garnish cheesecake
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CHRISTMAS TREATS
with

ALL CAKED UP
Vanilla & Lemon cake,
covered with cream and
coconut with Christmas
biscuits

Merry
Christmas
&
Happy New
Year
biscuits
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SANTA GOT STUCK

SANTA STUCK IN A
CHIMNEY
Vanilla flavoured christmas
cake. Finished off with santa
stuck innside the chimney and
snow and snowballs made out
of coconut.

CONTACTS
IG | @fruitti_cakes
whatsapp | 082 095 5991
Calls | 068 150 7222
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#BUYLOCAL

With Christmas around the corner and we starting to emerge from a crazy worldwide pandemic, we at Oak Mag
highlight 15 local creators for one to have a look at and would definitely be the perfect Christmas or festive
gifting for a loved one. The guide you need to get back into the world in a stylish way, with a bang.

Maxhosa by Laduma
https://maxhosa.africa/
Founded in 2012 the knitwear brand has hit
the world by storm and taken over in ways
the South African market was not ready for.
Now in 2020 the brand has 2 stores in Mall
of Africa (Johannesburg, Gauteng) and V&A
Waterfront (Cape Town, Western Cape) in
South Africa and the Cape Town store
opened during a worldwide pandemic.
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Thebe Magugu
https://www.thebemagugu.com
The LVMH 2019 winner is one of South
Africa’s contemporary fashion brands, with a
fresh and conceptual look, that is able to
convey the South African narrative in a
creative way for the world to see and
understand.

Art Club & Friends
https://artclubandfriends.com/
Easy, relaxed and Fashionable Street wear for
you’re every day unique pieces that are
affordable for the youth. This unisex brand is
one to keep an eye on with an understanding of
what the younger generation love and want, the
brand is able to appeal to the youth.

03
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Thula Sindi
https://www.thulasindi.com/
A legend in the South African fashion industry
with an exceptional eye for the female body and
unique eye when it comes to female fashion
trends. Now with 2 conceptual stores in
Johannesburg, South Africa called Africa Rising
in Sandton City and Marshall Town
Johannesburg. The stores house a number of
designers that all have come under one store for
the easy convenience for fashionable customers
looking for incredible pieces from designers in
Africa.

Ezokhetho
https://www.ezokhetho.com/home/
Ezokhetho (isiZulu) meaning, the selected
“carefully chosen as being the best or most
suitable. A young brand that takes aspires to
find new ways of giving women clothing that
makes a statement. With bright vibrant
colours and patterns that tell the African
narrative to the world.

Pichulik
Ethical jewellery based in Cape Town, South
Africa, a truly remarkable brand that grows
each year. With a clear understanding of the
past and presenting the ancient African
traditions to the world. Each design is unique
and intentional to show the rich history and
power of a woman. Using unique and local
resources they pride themselves at creating
exceptional pieces for the modern day women
to be able to express herself and her pride.
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Bathu Sneakers
https://www.bathu.co.za/
Definitely one of the fastest growing sneaker
brands in South Africa. The brand prides
themselves at reigniting hope within the African
communities and aims at being 100% authentic
brand by Africans for Africans. With constantly
keeping up with demand and trend the brand is
able to come up with new and fresh designs and
keeping their market satisfied and ready to walk
their journey in fresh Bathu sneakers.

Blulavin
@blulavin
Soweto based, fine luxury hand crafted leather
pieces for the modern, fashion trendsetter and
jetsetter. Ranging from genuine leather carry
bags to the weekend duffle to a clean and simple
wallet / card holder, with exceptional stitching
and highly clean lines and finishing’s. The brand
is still starting up but with its highly talented and
passionate founder and designer, Themba
Gumada pushing it will be one to watch.

Simon & Mary Hats
https://www.simonandmary.co.za/
Launched in 2014, ‘Simon and Mary is a heritage
brand for a new generation.’ With contemporary
styles that speak to hat and fashion enthusiasts
with an eye for impeccable style and quality hats
that will transform any look. With their main
factory based in Johannesburg, South Africa the
brand is available at selected stores across the
country.
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Vuya Wines

Vuyawines@gmail.com

Established in 2020 in collaboration with Wine
Village in Hermanus. Vuya Wines is a feast for
the palate and is awaiting discerning wine lovers
Launching to the market with an inaugural
selection of two wine varieties, namely
Sauvignon Blanc and Red Blend. Vuya Wines are
meant to celebrate joyous and blissful moments,
be it those little but meaningful moments like
catching up with old friends, romantic escapades
or celebrating important milestones such as
anniversaries, graduations and work
opportunities.

Giovanni
https://giovannie.co.za/
Giovanni MCC is a proudly South African luxury
beverage produced locally and crafted by Karusa
Vineyards in Cape Town, the home of best wines
worldwide. This Mèthode Cap Classique by
Jason Mahlaka. will sure add a final touch to your
dinners or as a gift to your loved ones with their
amazing packaging.

Yamama Gemmer
@yamamagemmer
Celebrating the rich heritage and capitalizing on
the knowledge that has been passed down from
generation to generation. Yamma Gemmer is a
local produced all natural ingredient drink that
was started by two sisters. Their vast knowledge
and ability to enhance the classic Gemmer, also
known as Gingerbeer has unlocked a market that
not many have tapped into. The brand is able to
infuse their love of Gemmer (Gingerbeer) into a
wide selection for different taste buds.
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Nubian Nature
https://nubiannature.co.za/
Known as the home clean, eco-conscious and
sustainable skin, hair and body products all
produced in South Africa. With not just clean
products the brand prides itself with all natural
ingredients, and integrity, finding the perfect
balance of nature and science. Catering to all
skin and hair types and even going as far as
catering to the young babies. Nubian Nature is
quite a fast growing brand with a high need in
todays society.

Brothers Beard
https://www.brothersbeard.africa/
Founded in Johannesburg in 2016 by two
brothers that saw an opportunity to cater for
the new generation man. Being able to redefine
the old narrative of grooming for men and the
varies products that they would use, and having
an understanding of what new generation man
needs for their grooming needs. With a vast
product range focusing on men beard grooming
that will help men from all walks of life.

Fino Cosmetics
https://finocosmetics.com/
A brand started by a Make up artist who saw a
need to combat the issue men and woman had
during her journey as a make-up artist in South
Africa, which was post hair removal skin
problems and irritations. With most of us have
experienced an ingrown hair, dry skin, redness
and skin irritation, fino cosmetics has found a
way to reduce such issues and heal the skin. With
ranges for both women and men of all skin types
fino has become one of the most recommended
skin local skin product since its birth.

